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Abstract - In today’s world communication has become so

are generally utilized as a part of communication between
individuals. Research is in advance that plans to incorporate
signal as an expression in Human Computer Interaction
(HCI). In human communication, the utilization of speech
and motions is totally planned. Machine motion and
communication through signing acknowledgment is about
acknowledgment of motions and gesture based
communication utilizing PCs. There are a few procedures are
utilized for social affair data about body situating; ordinarily
either picture based (utilizing cameras, moving lights and so
forth) or gadget based (utilizing instrumented gloves,
position trackers and so forth.).

easy due to integration of communication technologies with
internet. But the blind people find difficult to use this
technology because of they require visual sensitivity and in our
country around 2.78% of peoples are not able to speak
(dumb). Their communications with others are only using the
motion of their hands and expressions. In order to overcome
the complexity of the dumb and blind peoples this project has
been proposed. This system is based on the motion sensor
(accelerometer). Gesture based system is designed to provide
the communication between dumb, deaf and blind people and
their communication with the healthy person. Gesture used in
this project is by using the data glove and it is based on the
microcontroller. Data glove with inbuilt sensor is used to
detect the movements of the hands and converts it into as
voice output and generates email with predefined images and
subject to the concern person.

In this paper I have used motion sensor
(Accelerometer) to obtain the gestures of the human hands.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The researches and some research has given
suggestions clearly related to the innovations about the
controlling of the signals in concern about the present
population. Despite the information so as to there are
individual viewpoints as well as many focus to specify from
the investigation, however this impression consider have
additional eagerness used for the accompanying
classifications, because these are very important regions of
movement based UI. It has been around 30 years of research
and analysts have been working ceaselessly on motion based
framework. The vast majority of the explores depend
available motions. Coordinate control by means of hand
stance is quick, however restricted in the quantity of Choices.
There are looks into about body signal, finger point
development.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Handicapped individuals are the general population
physically or mentally challenged. A Dumb and Blind people
confronts such a variety of issues in the general public.
Handicapped in the sense it is the condition of vulnerability
and furthermore it alludes to the restrictions experienced by
the disabled individual in correlation with the exercises of
the unimpaired of comparable age and sex. This paper aims
to lower the obstruction in communication. It depends on
the need of building up an electronic gadget that can make
an interpretation of gesture based communication into
speech so as to make the communication between the mute
groups with overall population conceivable. Motions of the
hands are detected by the glove for Dumb people and it will
be changed over into voice so ordinary individuals can
comprehend their look motion in a gesture based
communication is a specific development of the hands with a
particular shape made out of them and it sends email to
concern person of dumb and blind people predefined
images.

In the early stage, analysts utilized gloves with
microcontroller and associated with the gadget through a
cable. Motion of the head and signal produced in addition to
the voice were additionally within the examination, yet hand
motion was the most overwhelming some portion of motion
control framework. Clients Most of the examination of the
study utilize or focus on the general clients of all ages. At first
it was generally for PC clients to take a shot at the articles or
introduction. Wheelchair clients prefer signal controlled
system which is based on the accelerometer sensor.

1.1 GESTURE RECONGNITION

From the last 5 years the examinations are done on
old and disable people. Explores reveal to facilitate
applications which is based on signals are used for various
things, enthusiasm, controlling home machine, tele-mind,

The Gesture Recognition in deciphering numerical
calculations and come it's under the software engineering
and dialect innovation. Motions are the expressions, which
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tele-wellbeing, elderly or handicap mind. The extent of the
application reveals us the significance of more examines in a
action controlled structure.

affirmation of signs, the glove is formed physically. As
opposed to microcontroller I am supplanting Raspberry Pi 3
show in my venture to make it open remotely using web.

Maximum applications are to replace predictable
information devices like console and mouse, open
application for elderly-impair like accelerometer. . Presently
individuals can unite with any media utilizing signal to
control wide variety of consumptions. We have motion based
business items in 2003. Gestures have been trapped by using
infrared bars, information glove, still camera, wired and
many between accompanying progressions like gloves,
pendant, and infrared flag arrange server and so forth. Late
vision procedure, video and web cam based motion response
has made it conceivable to catch any intuitive motion for any
ubiquitous gadgets from the regular environment with 3D
perception.

In [10] human Interface Devices have reliably been a
confinement for joint effort between the human and
propelled world. The advancing example is to encourage
this; we have been using a Mouse and a Keyboard to
interface with Computers. In any case it is further less
requesting to collaborate with the PC if trademark signals,
for instance, just a tilt of the arm or a point could control the
mouse. This has seen a conventional measure of use in field
of gaming wiping out hand held wired controllers, for
instance, joysticks transcending to trademark hand
advancements which are incorporated into the redirection to
get control over the automated end. These puzzling systems
are dealt with through the item end middleware which
interprets data from sources, for instance, cameras and
sensor. This paper means to give an introduced insignificant
exertion course of action which does in like manner in
primitive conditions without greatly multifaceted nature.
The same here is recognized through an assortment of
sensors whose data is arranged and mapped to a particular
parameter that can be controlled in the physical world. The
paper looks at the structure prototyped to control the mouse
of a PC through movements and tilt of the wrist. The same is
recognized utilizing Accelerometer, Reed Switch and a Flex
sensor. From this paper I have information about sensors
used to get the flag data and to controlling the mouse and
comfort remotely.

Latest and wonderful surveys of the work done in
gesture recognition field by many scientists are described in
[4].
Here [5] and [6] evaluate the gesture
acknowledgment for human automaton assembly and
human automaton useful interaction. Visual touchpad and
two gave gestural info gadget [6] gives the human obvious
touch screen, less cost visual based information gadget this
will permit the interchanges of the PC's, Laptops, Public
stands, or Large divider mounted presentations. By utilizing
camera we can get the 3D places of the fingertips and the
stereo vision can decide the separation amongst fingertip
and Visual touchpad. From this paper I have utilized
fingertip motion separate data.

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
This paper presents the methodology of the work
done, here first introducing all the equipment gadgets like
ZigBee module, which is utilized at the both the finishes of
transmitter and the beneficiary. Accelerometer produces a
few charges through the motions for the correspondence
reason and in view of the got information the orders are
send to recipient end, which in turn process the commands
and gives the output by means of speaker as a voice order for
a few motions and email alert with predefined images for
specific movements of the hand motion.

[7] Offers a fresh "banner level" perception by
examining prosodic miracles of consistent movement in
addition to talk co-creation. Similarly shows a computational
structure for enlightening reliable movement affirmation in
perspective of two wonders that catch think (coverbalization)
and
programmed
(physiological)
responsibilities of prosodic synchronization.in this paper
signs are used to control the wheel situate; this ought to be
conceivable using two figuring’s. From this paper I got hand
flag affirmation.
[8] Discusses diverse classifications for motion
acknowledgment, motion acknowledgment can done in
various courses , by utilizing camera and by movement
sensors signals can be acquired effortlessly.
This [9] papers gives information about flag
affirmation to moronic and hard of hearing individuals and
this structure is made with the help of microcontroller. To
see movements is set as the essential tenacity of glove
diagram. For this we require flex sensor, voice module and a
microcontroller. The sensors rely on upon the surveyed of
sign pictures, which uses the measure of sensors in upgrade.
AT89S52 is used as the microcontroller. For remote data
convey we can use Bluetooth contribute android convenient.
Resulting to evaluating the hardware required for the
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Raspberry Pi module is fundamentally used to
actualize this project work and this goes about as heart of
this work, which is utilized to deliver the output of the
proposed work. Accelerometer sensors are the movement
sensors Gesture based structure is an large scale
microcontroller based structure being intended to
streamline interaction among the dumb, deaf and blind
peoples and their interaction with the normal persons. The
proposed system can be enthusiastically reconfigured to
work as a “smart device”.

projects, for example, command line tools and supports for
servers.
Qt utilizes standard C++ yet makes broad utilization
of an special code generator (called the Meta Object
Compiler, or moc) together with a few macros to improve
the language. Qt can likewise be utilized as a part of a few
other programming languages through language bindings. It
keeps running on the real desktop stages and a portion of the
versatile stages. It has broad internationalization bolster.
Non-GUI highlights incorporate SQL database get to, XML
parsing; string administration, arrange bolster, and a
brought together cross-stage application programming
interface (API) for file handling.

The gathered signals is passed to the Raspberry Pi
board utilizing the ZigBee module, here the ZigBee module is
interfaced with the Arduino board to pass the motions to the
beneficiary end.

Code written in the Qt creator using C++ and python
code and then we can display the results in the Lx Terminal
window and we can check the output at audio jack and the
email.

At the beneficiary end ZigBee gets information and
transmits to Pi board, which thus changes over the signals
into human conspicuous voice by the procedure of ATOI,
which is only ASCII information is changed over into Integer
esteem by the SCOM support and afterward got outcome in
contrasted and the set edge esteem, for the specific edge
esteem it gives voice summon as directions and sends email
alarm with predefined pictures.

4. RESULTS OBTAINED
The developed prototype using Raspberry Pi 3
board, Arduino Uno board, ZigBee module and
Accelerometer sensor is shown below.

3.1 RASPBERRY PI 3 MODEL B

Fig -2: Raspberry Pi 3 Model
In this project the Raspberry Pi board will receives
the gesture value from the ZigBee module presented at the
receiver end, the received ASCII X value fed into SCOM
Buffer, here it converts the ASCII value in to integer value by
ATOI command in the programming and then its stores in
the Temporary buffer then its compares with the set
threshold value and finally it gives voice command as output
to corresponding threshold and sends email alert with
predefined images.

Fig-3: Prototype Developed
In my proposed work I have set Threshold values
between >=400 to <475, here I have created three
commands for dumb and blind people, the commands with
set threshold values is as follows,
1.
2.
3.

3.2 SOFTWARE USED
In this proposed work I have used Qt Creator with C
++ and Python code to create the application and run in the
Raspbian Os , which is the operating system copied as image
to the Micro SD card and inserted to the Raspberry Pi board.
Qt is a cross-stage application system that is normally used
for creating application programming with a graphical UI
(GUI), and furthermore utilized for creating non-GUI
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>=400 and<420: command: Towards Bus route
>=425 and<450:command-Please provide water
>=450 and<475:command-Hello sir

Like this we can insert N number of commands in the
programming.
When executing the code at Raspbian window, the following
result is obtained for the Threshold Value >=400 and<420
and plays the audio output as “Towards Bus Route”.
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Fig-6: email alert for command 3

5. CONCLUSIONS

Fig-4: Email alert for Command 1

The working procedure of the developed prototype
and its design is helpful for the dumb, deaf and blind people
to communicate with the people with some disabilities and
with the normal people in the society. The dumb people will
communicate with others by using their sign language, some
may understand and some may not understand and the blind
people are not able to see their gestures, so this system is
proposed to convert the sign language into voice output and
text with predefined images sent as email to the concern
person as well as deaf people. Simple circuitry as it does not
require special hardware, it is easy to implement and it
requires less power and it is simple in nature to use. This
system is efficient, reliable and less cost.

The result shown below is for command 2 with set
value in the range of >=425 and<450, and the command
“Please Provide water” plays in the audio output and email
will be sent with predefined image as shown
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